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Cyberwar is…



Cyber … China



Cyber … Humor



• Chicken little stories are never very plausible.
• Cyber pearl harbor implies a cataclysmic event.  

• Speculation about technological change often falls into the 
trap of excessive optimism or pessimism
• Deterministic ideas applied to capabilities
• It is better to think about the functionality of technology
• We also need to think about the human (political) 

tendency to substitute and to use strategic interaction.   

BASIC ARGUMENT



• Cyber conflict is a complement for existing material capabilities

• NOT a SUBSTITUTE --> no cyber Pearl Harbor

• Paradox:  cyber is most effective for actors that are already effective.

• Cyber Pearl Harbor implies cataclysmic event.

• More likely “piling on” 

• Enormous advantages for already capable organizations in using cyberwar.  
Few advantages for the weak.   

MAIN IMPLICATIONS



• Cyberwar as described is basically the most recent 
incarnation of the revolution in military affairs (RMA)
• Transformation of technology and doctrine capable 

even of overturning the prevailing world order.  
• This characterization of cyberwar reflects a common 

tendency to conflate means and ends
• Studying what could happen in cyberspace (or 

anywhere else) makes little sense without considering 
how conflict over the internet is going to realize 
objectives commonly addressed by terrestrial conflict.

CYBERWAR = RMA



• To supplant established modes of conflict...
• Cyberwar must be capable of furthering the political 

ends to which force/threats are commonly applied
• Cyberwar does not, and probably cannot, do this.  

• Cyberwar is much more likely to serve as an adjunct to 
existing forms of terrestrial force.

CYBERWAR IS REVOLUTIONARY



• Indeed, rather than threatening existing political or 
economic hierarchies
• Cyberwar will tend simply to augment the military 

advantages of existing major (status quo) powers.
• Additional details are available in the following article:

Gartzke, Erik.  2013.  “The Myth of Cyberwar:  Bringing War in Cyberspace 
Back Down to Earth.”  International Security 38(2):41-73.

CYBERWAR IS CONSERVATIVE



• Coercion requires changing hearts and minds
• Can be physical (attack) or psychological (threat)
• Cause opponent to prefer conceding dispute to facing 

future as outlined by your promise/threat/presence
• Problem:  threats of cyberattack are not credible

• Anyone can claim to be willing/able to cyberattack
• Either believe all/most/some threats without evidence
• Or attacker must provide details of proposed attack

• Revealing attack plan degrades mil. effectiveness.

COERCION



• Conquest does not involve changing hearts and minds
• Simply impose one’s will on opponent (force)
• Problem:  cyberattacks cause cyber “damage”

• Most of what is broken is temporary
• Effects create windows of opportunity that must be 

exploited in other domains (terrestrial:  air/land/sea). 
• Rather than replacing terrestrial warfare, cyberwar 

reinforces existing conventional military advantages.

CONQUEST



• Suppose a major US cyberattack (cyber “Pearl Harbor”)
• Opponent cannot threaten, must use capabilities

• The lights go out, power stops, trains won’t run on 
time (this is the US so no one notices the last bit)

• Then what?
• Someone has just made the target really angry

• Retaliation is deterrence in prospect.

SCENARIO ONE



• Suppose there is a cyberattack on ... Georgia (um, yes).
• Cyberattack was used in 2008 invasion, combined with 

conventional force to increase military effectiveness.
• Lights go out, power stops, trains won’t run on time.
• And then there is an invasion.

• Credible scenario if you believe an enemy might invade
• Increases appeal of attack, degrades deterrence.
• Cyber can also prove defense dominant by hampering 

C4I (more important in the attack than in defense).  

SCENARIO TWO



• Suppose instead of one big cyberattack lots of little ones
• Could be a problem, especially without attribution

• However, without attribution, one cannot comply
• Must be about conquest/BOP rather than influence

• Again, not that revolutionary, not that useful for weak
• Attribution overblown? -recent changes in US doctrine

• Article by Jon Lindsay addresses attribution.
• Actors want attribution; big stuff is hard to hide.

Lindsay, Jon and Erik Gartzke.  2015.  “Coercion through Cyberspace:  The 
Stability-Instability Paradox Revisited.”  in Coercion:  Continuity and Change in 
Theory and Practice.  Kelly Greenhill and Peter Krause, eds.  Forthcoming.

DEATH OF A THOUSAND CUTS



• Real issue in cyber is the loss of control of information.  
• Espionage may be ubiquitous (“twilight of secrecy”).
• How will the loss of secrecy affect governments/firms

• Harder to plan wars, bluff, cheat --> fewer wars
• Bluffing and cheating are valuable, seek other ways

• States will work hard to protect their secrets
• Rise of deception (analogy to nuclear deterrence)

Gartzke, Erik and Jon Lindsay.  2015.  “Weaving Tangled Webs:  Offense, 
Defense, and Deception in Cyberspace.”  Security Studies.  24(2):316-348.

ESPIONAGE/DECEPTION



• War has always been a dynamic process.  
• Winning involves understanding; staying ahead of 

innovation initiated by others.
• Governments spend enormous sums of new weapons 

and on training soldiers for war.  
• What is different about cyber as battle domain?

• Coercion does not work well
• Conquest can work but is temporally bound

• How does this matter?
• Creates advantage for existing capable states.
• Espionage; attrition practiced in peacetime (marginal?)
• Deception increasingly important as a strategy.

CONCLUSION
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ADDITIONAL READINGS



• War is friction designed to achieve political ends that 
cannot be achieved in other ways (Clausewitz)
• War is not just noisy and confusing, it is informative.

• States fight to take property or prerogatives from others, 
or to prevent others from appropriating from themselves.
• Two forms of conflict:

• Coercion (deterrence/compellence) - punishment
• Conquest - physical occupation of space, denial.

A THEORY OF WAR


